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Number9Dream
The crises--and failures--of modernization in Japan, as seen up close by a resident
expert Japan is a nation in crisis, and the crisis goes far beyond its well-known
economic plight. In Dogs and Demons, Alex Kerr chronicles the crisis on a broad
scale, from the failure of Japan's banks and pension funds to the decline of its once
magnificent modern cinema. The book takes up for the first time in the Western
press subjects such as the nation's endangered environment--its seashores lined
with concrete, its roads leading to nowhere in the mountains. It describes Japan's
"monument frenzy," the destruction of old cities such as Kyoto and construction of
drab new cities, and the attendant collapse of the tourist industry. All these
unhealthy developments are, Kerr argues, the devastating boomerang effect of an
educational and bureaucratic system designed to produce manufactured
goods--and little else. A mere upturn in economic growth will not quickly remedy
these severe internal problems, which Kerr calls a "failure of modernism." He
assails the foreign experts who, often dependent on Japanese government and
business support, fail to address these issues. Meanwhile, what of the Japanese
people themselves? Kerr, a resident of Japan for thirty-five years, writes of them
with humor and passion, for "passion," he says, "is part of the story. Millions of
Japanese feel as heartbroken at what is going on as I do. My Japanese friends tell
me, 'Please write this--for us.'"

Showa 1944-1953
The New York Times bestseller by the author of Cloud Atlas | Longlisted for the Man
Booker Prize | Named One of the Top Ten Fiction Books of the Year by Time,
Entertainment Weekly, and O: The Oprah Magazine | A New York Times Notable
Book | An American Library Association Notable Book | Winner of the World Fantasy
Award Named to more than 20 year-end best of lists, including NPR | San Francisco
Chronicle | The Atlantic | The Guardian | Slate | BuzzFeed Look for special features
inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. “With
The Bone Clocks, [David] Mitchell rises to meet and match the legacy of Cloud
Atlas.”—Los Angeles Times Following a terrible fight with her mother over her
boyfriend, fifteen-year-old Holly Sykes slams the door on her family and her old
life. But Holly is no typical teenage runaway: A sensitive child once contacted by
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voices she knew only as “the radio people,” Holly is a lightning rod for psychic
phenomena. Now, as she wanders deeper into the English countryside, visions and
coincidences reorder her reality until they assume the aura of a nightmare brought
to life. For Holly has caught the attention of a cabal of dangerous mystics—and
their enemies. But her lost weekend is merely the prelude to a shocking
disappearance that leaves her family irrevocably scarred. This unsolved mystery
will echo through every decade of Holly’s life, affecting all the people Holly
loves—even the ones who are not yet born. A Cambridge scholarship boy grooming
himself for wealth and influence, a conflicted father who feels alive only while
reporting on the war in Iraq, a middle-aged writer mourning his exile from the
bestseller list—all have a part to play in this surreal, invisible war on the margins of
our world. From the medieval Swiss Alps to the nineteenth-century Australian bush,
from a hotel in Shanghai to a Manhattan townhouse in the near future, their stories
come together in moments of everyday grace and extraordinary wonder. Rich with
character and realms of possibility, The Bone Clocks is a kaleidoscopic novel that
begs to be taken apart and put back together by a writer The Washington Post
calls “the novelist who’s been showing us the future of fiction.” An elegant conjurer
of interconnected tales, a genre-bending daredevil, and a master prose stylist,
David Mitchell has become one of the leading literary voices of his generation. His
hypnotic new novel, The Bone Clocks, crackles with invention and wit and sheer
storytelling pleasure—it is fiction at its most spellbinding. Praise for The Bone
Clocks “One of the most entertaining and thrilling novels I’ve read in a long
time.”—Meg Wolitzer, NPR “[Mitchell] writes with a furious intensity and slappedawake vitality, with a delight in language and all the rabbit holes of
experience.”—The New York Times Book Review “Intensely compelling . . .
fantastically witty . . . offers up a rich selection of domestic realism, gothic fantasy
and apocalyptic speculation.”—The Washington Post “[A] time-traveling, culturecrossing, genre-bending marvel of a novel.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Great fun . .
. a tour de force . . . [Mitchell] channels his narrators with vivid expertise.”—San
Francisco Chronicle From the Trade Paperback edition.

Utopia Avenue
Distant Thunder
_________________ ‘Thank goodness for Katie Fforde, the perfect author to bring
comfort in difficult times. She really is the queen of uplifting, feel good romance.’
AJ PEARCE _________________ Three years ago, Bella Castle left her home town
nursing a broken heart over Dominic Thane. Now she has a new job she loves,
selling houses in the Cotswold countryside. And her boyfriend, Nevil, has just
proposed. They're just right for each other, Bella tells herself. So why doesn't she
feel happier? Then Dominic turns up unexpectedly. And Bella begins to ask herself
whether Nevil really is her perfect match after all Country cottages, romance,
humour and making dreams come true: a wonderfully romantic novel from the #1
Sunday Times bestselling author of A Vintage Wedding, A Rose Petal Summer and
A Springtime Affair _________________ The whole world loves Katie Fforde's work:
'Like a good wedding, it will leave you wiping away the tears' SUNDAY EXPRESS
'Modern-day Austen. Great fun' RED 'Katie’s writing is life-enhancing and, like the
love affairs, delicious. I enjoyed every minute!'ELIZABETH BUCHAN 'Top-drawer
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romantic escapism' DAILY MAIL 'Warm, brilliant and full of love' HEAT 'Delicious gorgeous humour and the lightest of touches' SUNDAY TIMES 'Effortlessly lovable,
warm and fun' CLOSER 'Curl up on the sofa with this book and dream delightful'
THE LADY 'Deliciously enjoyable' WOMAN AND HOME 'Uplifting and delightful' HOT
BRANDS COOL PLACES

Black Swan Green
This genre-bending national bestseller is “a horror-dystopic-philosophical mash-up,
drawing comparisons to Borges, The Matrix and Jaws” (The New York Times
Magazine). Eric Sanderson wakes up in a house he doesn’t recognize, unable to
remember anything of his life. A note instructs him to call a Dr. Randle, who
informs him that he is undergoing yet another episode of memory loss, and that for
the last two years—since the tragic death of his great love, Clio, while vacationing
in Greece—he’s been suffering from an acute dissociative disorder. But there may
be more to the story, or it may be a different story altogether. With the help of
allies found on the fringes of society, Eric embarks on an edge-of-your-seat journey
to uncover the truth about himself and escape the predatory forces that threaten
to consume him. Moving with the pace and momentum of a superb thriller,
exploring ideas about language and information, as well as identity, this is
ultimately a novel about the magnitude of love and the devastating effect of losing
that love. “Paced like a thriller, it reads like a deluge . . . Herman Melville meets
Michael Crichton, or Thomas Pynchon meets Douglas Adams.” —San Francisco
Chronicle “Rousingly inventive.” —The Washington Post “Unforgettable fiction.”
—Playboy “A thriller that will haunt you.” —GQ “Sharp and clear . . . Writing on the
edge of the form.” —Los Angeles Times “Huge fun, and I gleefully recommend it.”
—Audrey Niffenegger, international–bestselling author of The Time Traveler’s Wife
“Fast, sexy, intriguing, intelligent.” —Toby Litt

Cloud Atlas
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize, Darkmans is an exhilarating, extraordinary
examination of the ways in which history can play jokes on us all If History is just a
sick joke which keeps on repeating itself, then who exactly might be telling it, and
why? Could it be John Scogin, Edward IV's infamous court jester, whose favorite
pastime was to burn people alive - for a laugh? Or could it be Andrew Boarde,
Henry VIII's physician, who kindly wrote John Scogin's biography? Or could it be a
tiny Kurd called Gaffar whose days are blighted by an unspeakable terror of - uh salad? Or a beautiful, bulimic harpy with ridiculously weak bones? Or a man who
guards Beckley Woods with a Samurai sword and a pregnant terrier? Darkmans is a
very modern book, set in Ashford [a ridiculously modern town], about two very oldfashioned subjects: love and jealousy. It's also a book about invasion, obsession,
displacement and possession, about comedy, art, prescription drugs and
chiropody. And the main character? The past, which creeps up on the present and
whispers something quite dark - quite unspeakable - into its ear. The third of Nicola
Barker's narratives of the Thames Gateway, Darkmans is an epic novel of startling
originality.

Summer of the Big Bachi
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Two ambitious young musicians are drawn into the dark underworld of bluesrecord collecting while navigating the fallout of a scam involving one's claim that a
viral video of an unknown singer is a long-lost recording of a famous blues
musician.

The Keep
The New York Times bestseller by the author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas |
Named One of the Best Books of the Year by San Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Los
Angeles Times, The Guardian, The Telegraph, National Post, BookPage, and Kirkus
Reviews Keep your eyes peeled for a small black iron door. Down the road from a
working-class British pub, along the brick wall of a narrow alley, if the conditions
are exactly right, you’ll find the entrance to Slade House. A stranger will greet you
by name and invite you inside. At first, you won’t want to leave. Later, you’ll find
that you can’t. Every nine years, the house’s residents—an odd brother and
sister—extend a unique invitation to someone who’s different or lonely: a
precocious teenager, a recently divorced policeman, a shy college student. But
what really goes on inside Slade House? For those who find out, it’s already too
late. . . . Spanning five decades, from the last days of the 1970s to the present,
leaping genres, and barreling toward an astonishing conclusion, this intricately
woven novel will pull you into a reality-warping new vision of the haunted house
story—as only David Mitchell could imagine it. Praise for Slade House “A fiendish
delight . . . Mitchell is something of a magician.”—The Washington Post
“Entertainingly eerie . . . We turn to [Mitchell] for brain-tickling puzzle palaces, for
character studies and for language.”—Chicago Tribune “A ripping yarn . . . Like
Shirley Jackson’s Hill House or the Overlook Hotel from Stephen King’s The Shining,
[Slade House] is a thin sliver of hell designed to entrap the unwary. . . . As the
Mitchellverse grows ever more expansive and connected, this short but powerful
novel hints at still more marvels to come.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Like Stephen
King in a fever . . . manically ingenious.”—The Guardian (U.K.) “A haunted house
story that savors of Dickens, Stephen King, J. K. Rowling and H. P. Lovecraft, but
possesses more psychic voltage than any of them.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
“Tightly crafted and suspenseful yet warmly human . . . the ultimate spooky
nursery tale for adults.”—The Huffington Post “Diabolically entertaining . . . dark,
thrilling, and fun . . . a thoroughly entertaining ride full of mind games, unexpected
twists, and even a few laughs.”—The Daily Beast “Plants died, milk curdled, and
my children went slightly feral as I succumbed to the creepy magic of David
Mitchell’s Slade House. It’s a wildly inventive, chilling, and—for all its
otherworldliness—wonderfully human haunted house story. I plan to return to its
clutches quite often.”—Gillian Flynn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Gone
Girl and The Grownup “I gulped down this novel in a single evening. Painstakingly
imagined and crackling with narrative velocity, it’s a Dracula for the new
millennium, a reminder of how much fun fiction can be.”—Anthony Doerr, author of
All the Light We Cannot See, winner of the Pulitzer Prize “David Mitchell doesn’t
break rules so much as he proves them to be inhibitors to lively intelligent
fiction.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz From the Hardcover
edition.

Slade House
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As well as giving a specific account of every single time he's scored some smack,
this disgusting memoir also details: the singular, pitbull-infested charm of the FRP
('Flat Roofed Pub') the curious French habit of injecting everyone in the arse rather
than the arm why, by the time he got to Cambridge, he really, really needed a
drink the pain of being denied a childhood birthday party at McDonalds the
satisfaction of writing jokes about suicide how doing quite a lot of walking around
London helps with his sciatica trying to pretend he isn't a total **** at Robert
Webb's wedding that he has fallen in love at LOT, but rarely done anything about it
why it would be worse to bump into Michael Palin than Hitler on holiday that he's
not David Mitchell the novelist. Despite what David Miliband might think

number9dream
In Tokyo--, one of the world's largest megacities, --a stray cat is wending her way
through the back alleys. With each detour, she brushes up against the seemingly
disparate lives of the city-dwellers, connecting them in unexpected ways. But the
city is changing. As it does, it pushes her to the margins where she chances upon a
series of apparent strangers--, from a homeless man squatting in an abandoned
hotel, to a shut-in hermit afraid to leave his house, to a convenience store worker
searching for love. The cat orbits Tokyo's denizens, drawing them ever closer. In a
series of spellbinding, interlocking narratives--, with styles ranging from manga to
footnotes--, Nick Bradley has hewn a novel of interplay and estrangement; of
survival and self-destruction; of the desire to belong and the need to escape.
Formally inventive and slyly political, The Cat and The City is a lithe thrill-ride
through the less-glimpsed streets of Tokyo.

The Cat and the City
"The Tanners is a contender for Funniest Book of the Year."—The Village Voice The
Tanners, Robert Walser’s amazing 1907 novel of twenty chapters, is now
presented in English for the very first time, by the award-winning translator Susan
Bernofsky. Three brothers and a sister comprise the Tanner family—Simon, Kaspar,
Klaus, and Hedwig: their wanderings, meetings, separations, quarrels, romances,
employment and lack of employment over the course of a year or two are the
threads from which Walser weaves his airy, strange and brightly gorgeous fabric.
“Walser’s lightness is lighter than light,” as Tom Whalen said in Bookforum:
“buoyant up to and beyond belief, terrifyingly light.” Robert Walser—admired
greatly by Kafka, Musil, and Walter Benjamin—is a radiantly original author. He has
been acclaimed “unforgettable, heart-rending” (J.M. Coetzee), “a bewitched
genius” (Newsweek), and “a major, truly wonderful, heart-breaking writer” (Susan
Sontag). Considering Walser’s “perfect and serene oddity,” Michael Hofmann in
The London Review of Books remarked on the “Buster Keaton-like indomitably sad
cheerfulness [that is] most hilariously disturbing.” The Los Angeles Times called
him “the dreamy confectionary snowflake of German language fiction. He also
might be the single most underrated writer of the 20th century.The gait of his
language is quieter than a kitten’s.” “A clairvoyant of the small” W. G. Sebald calls
Robert Walser, one of his favorite writers in the world, in his acutely beautiful,
personal, and long introduction, studded with his signature use of photographs.
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Literature after Postmodernism
Contemporary Trauma Narratives
Since the publication of Ghostwritten (1999), David Mitchell has rapidly established
himself as one of the most inventive and important British novelists of the 21st
century. In this landmark study, Rose Harris-Birtill reveals the extent to which
Mitchell has created an interconnected fictional world across the full run of his
writing. Covering Mitchell's complete fictions, from bestselling novels such as Cloud
Atlas (2004), The Bone Clocks (2014) and number9dream (2001), to his short
stories and his libretti for the operas Sunken Garden and Wake, this book examines
how Buddhist influences inform the ethical worldview that permeates his writing.
Using a comparative theoretical model drawn from the Tibetan mandala to map
Mitchell's fictional world, Harris-Birtill positions Mitchell as central to a new
generation of post-secular writers who re-examine the vital role of belief in
galvanizing action amidst contemporary ecological, political and humanitarian
crises. David Mitchell's Post-Secular World features two substantial new interviews
with the author, a chronology of his fictions and a selected bibliography of
important critical writings on his work.

Dogs and Demons
From the author of the bestselling The Reason I Jump, an extraordinary self-portrait
of a young adult with autism “Essential reading for parents and teachers of those
with autism who remain nonverbal.”—Temple Grandin Naoki Higashida was only
thirteen when he wrote The Reason I Jump, a revelatory account of autism from the
inside by a nonverbal Japanese child, which became an international success. Now,
in Fall Down 7 Times Get Up 8, he shares his thoughts and experiences as a young
man living each day with severe autism. In short, powerful chapters, Higashida
explores school memories, family relationships, the exhilaration of travel, and the
difficulties of speech. He also allows readers to experience profound moments we
take for granted, like the thought-steps necessary for him to register that it’s
raining outside. Acutely aware of how strange his behavior can appear to others,
he aims throughout to foster a better understanding of autism and to encourage
society to see people with disabilities as people, not as problems. With an
introduction by the bestselling novelist David Mitchell, Fall Down 7 Times Get Up 8
also includes a dreamlike short story Higashida wrote especially for the U.S.
edition. Both moving and of practical use, this book opens a window into the mind
of an inspiring young man who meets every challenge with tenacity and good
humor. However often he falls down, he always gets back up. Praise for Fall Down
7 Times Get Up 8 “[Naoki Higashida’s] success as a writer now transcends his
diagnosis. . . . His relative isolation—with words as his primary connection to the
outside world—has allowed him to fully develop the powers of observation that are
necessary for good writing, and he has developed rich, deep perspectives on ideas
that many take for granted. . . . The diversity of Higashida’s writing, in both subject
and style, fits together like a jigsaw puzzle of life put in place with humor and
thoughtfulness.”—The Japan Times “Profound insights about what the struggle of
living with autism is really like . . . Once again, the invitation to step inside
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Higashida’s mind is irresistible.”—London Evening Standard “Naoki Higashida’s
lyrical and heartfelt account of his condition is a gift to anyone involved with the
same challenges. . . . Higashida shows a delicate regard for the difficulties his
condition creates . . . and is adept at explaining his experiences in language that
makes sense to neurotypicals.”—The Guardian

David Mitchell's Post-Secular World
Award-winning author Jennifer Egan brilliantly conjures a world from which escape
is impossible and where the keep –the tower, the last stand –is both everything
worth protecting and the very thing that must be surrendered in order to survive.
Two cousins, irreversibly damaged by a childhood prank, reunite twenty years later
to renovate a medieval castle in Eastern Europe. In an environment of extreme
paranoia, cut off from the outside world, the men reenact the signal event of their
youth, with even more catastrophic results. And as the full horror of their
predicament unfolds, a prisoner, in jail for an unnamed crime, recounts an
unforgettable story that seamlessly brings the crimes of the past and present into
piercing relation. From the Trade Paperback edition.

English Passengers
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas |
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize “A novel as accomplished as anything being
written.”—Newsweek Number9Dream is the international literary sensation from a
writer with astonishing range and imaginative energy—an intoxicating ride through
Tokyo’s dark underworlds and the even more mysterious landscapes of our
collective dreams. David Mitchell follows his eerily precocious, globe-striding first
novel, Ghostwritten, with a work that is in its way even more ambitious. In outward
form, Number9Dream is a Dickensian coming-of-age journey: Young dreamer Eiji
Miyake, from remote rural Japan, thrust out on his own by his sister’s death and his
mother’s breakdown, comes to Tokyo in pursuit of the father who abandoned him.
Stumbling around this strange, awesome city, he trips over and crosses—through a
hidden destiny or just monstrously bad luck—a number of its secret power centers.
Suddenly, the riddle of his father’s identity becomes just one of the increasingly
urgent questions Eiji must answer. Why is the line between the world of his
experiences and the world of his dreams so blurry? Why do so many horrible things
keep happening to him? What is it about the number 9? To answer these
questions, and ultimately to come to terms with his inheritance, Eiji must somehow
acquire an insight into the workings of history and fate that would be rare in
anyone, much less in a boy from out of town with a price on his head and less than
the cost of a Beatles disc to his name. Praise for Number9Dream “Delirious—a
grand blur of overwhelming sensation.”—Entertainment Weekly “To call Mitchell’s
book a simple quest novel . . is like calling Don DeLillo’s Underworld the story of a
missing baseball.”—The New York Times Book Review “Number9Dream, with its
propulsive energy, its Joycean eruption of language and playfulness, represents
further confirmation that David Mitchell should be counted among the top young
novelists working today.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Mitchell’s new novel has been
described as a cross between Don DeLillo and William Gibson, and although that’s
a perfectly serviceable cocktail-party formula, it doesn’t do justice to this odd,
fitfully compelling work.”—The New Yorker “Leaping with ease from surrealist
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fables to a teenage coming-of-age story and then spinning back to Yakuza
gangster battles and World War II–era kamikaze diaries, Mitchell is an aerial
freestyle ski-jumper of fiction. Somehow, after performing feats of literary
gymnastics, he manages to stick the landing.”—The Seattle Post-Intelligencer From
the Hardcover edition.

Number9Dream
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas |
Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize In 2007, Time magazine named him one of the
most influential novelists in the world. He has twice been short-listed for the Man
Booker Prize. The New York Times Book Review called him simply “a genius.” Now
David Mitchell lends fresh credence to The Guardian’s claim that “each of his
books seems entirely different from that which preceded it.” The Thousand
Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is a stunning departure for this brilliant, restless, and
wildly ambitious author, a giant leap forward by even his own high standards. A
bold and epic novel of a rarely visited point in history, it is a work as exquisitely
rendered as it is irresistibly readable. The year is 1799, the place Dejima in
Nagasaki Harbor, the “high-walled, fan-shaped artificial island” that is the Japanese
Empire’s single port and sole window onto the world, designed to keep the West at
bay; the farthest outpost of the war-ravaged Dutch East Indies Company; and a de
facto prison for the dozen foreigners permitted to live and work there. To this place
of devious merchants, deceitful interpreters, costly courtesans, earthquakes, and
typhoons comes Jacob de Zoet, a devout and resourceful young clerk who has five
years in the East to earn a fortune of sufficient size to win the hand of his wealthy
fiancée back in Holland. But Jacob’s original intentions are eclipsed after a chance
encounter with Orito Aibagawa, the disfigured daughter of a samurai doctor and
midwife to the city’s powerful magistrate. The borders between propriety, profit,
and pleasure blur until Jacob finds his vision clouded, one rash promise made and
then fatefully broken. The consequences will extend beyond Jacob’s worst
imaginings. As one cynical colleague asks, “Who ain’t a gambler in the glorious
Orient, with his very life?” A magnificent mix of luminous writing, prodigious
research, and heedless imagination, The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is the
most impressive achievement of its eminent author. Praise for The Thousand
Autumns of Jacob de Zoet “A page-turner . . . [David] Mitchell’s masterpiece; and
also, I am convinced, a masterpiece of our time.”—Richard Eder, The Boston Globe
“An achingly romantic story of forbidden love . . . Mitchell’s incredible prose is on
stunning display. . . . A novel of ideas, of longing, of good and evil and those who
fall somewhere in between [that] confirms Mitchell as one of the more fascinating
and fearless writers alive.”—Dave Eggers, The New York Times Book Review “The
novelist who’s been showing us the future of fiction has published a classic, oldfashioned tale . . . an epic of sacrificial love, clashing civilizations and enemies who
won’t rest until whole family lines have been snuffed out.”—Ron Charles, The
Washington Post “By any standards, The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is a
formidable marvel.”—James Wood, The New Yorker “A beautiful novel, full of life
and authenticity, atmosphere and characters that breathe.”—Maureen Corrigan,
NPR Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for
author chats and more. From the Trade Paperback edition.

White Tears
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A desperate young man becomes entangled with a Scottish crime family in this
“brilliant, irresistible” novel from the author of The Wasp Factory (The New York
Times). Stewart Gilmour is back in Stonemouth, Scotland. An estuary town north of
Aberdeen, Stonemouth has a beach that can be beautiful on a sunny day. But on a
bleak day, Stonemouth seems to have nothing to offer but fog, cheap drugs, and
gangsters—and a suspension bridge that promises a permanent way out. Stewart
got out five years ago. He didn’t jump, he just ran—escaping the Murstons, a local
family of mobsters. But now their patriarch has died, and in an uneasy truce,
Stewart has returned home for the funeral. His long exile has also kept him away
from Ellie Murston, and if he knows what’s good for him, he’ll avoid a reunion—and
the topic of his old classmate Callum Murston’s untimely death. But once he’s
back, Stewart steps squarely into the minefield of his past, and as he wrestles with
feelings of guilt and loss, he makes some dark discoveries and his homecoming
takes a lethal turn. A quick drop into the cold, gray Stoun is starting to look like an
option worth considering. The basis for a BBC series, Stonemouth is a darkly witty,
“beguiling” tale of warring clans, broken hearts, brotherhood, and the long, hard
process of growing up—if you can stay alive long enough to try (The Guardian).

Back Story
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas A
gallery attendant at the Hermitage. A young jazz buff in Tokyo. A crooked British
lawyer in Hong Kong. A disc jockey in Manhattan. A physicist in Ireland. An elderly
woman running a tea shack in rural China. A cult-controlled terrorist in Okinawa. A
musician in London. A transmigrating spirit in Mongolia. What is the common
thread of coincidence or destiny that connects the lives of these nine souls in nine
far-flung countries, stretching across the globe from east to west? What pattern do
their linked fates form through time and space? A writer of pyrotechnic virtuosity
and profound compassion, a mind to which nothing human is alien, David Mitchell
spins genres, cultures, and ideas like gossamer threads around and through these
nine linked stories. Many forces bind these lives, but at root all involve the same
universal longing for connection and transcendence, an axis of commonality that
leads in two directions—to creation and to destruction. In the end, as lives
converge with a fearful symmetry, Ghostwritten comes full circle, to a point at
which a familiar idea—that whether the planet is vast or small is merely a matter
of perspective—strikes home with the force of a new revelation. It marks the debut
of a writer of astonishing gifts.

Two Minute Mornings
**Winner of the Noma Prize for New Writers** Set in rural Japan as the height of
the bubble economy, Distant Thunder tells of a farming village gradually effaced
by urbanization, corruption, and greed. After Matsuzo Wada has sold off the
family's land and left his wife for another woman, his son Mitsuo is determined to
support himself and his mother in the traditional manner, farming. All that remains
of his ancestors' lands is a hothouse, in which he grows tomatoes to sell to the
housewives the nearby apartment complex, built on a former rice field. When his
childhood friend, Koji, becomes entangled in an adulterous love affair which
ultimately destroys him and those around him, Mitsuo begins to see how the
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town's hedonistic excesses are laying to waste not only the landscape, but also the
communal and familial bonds and the values that once sustained them all.
Translated from Japanese by Lawrence J. Howell and Hikaru Morimoto.

Darkmans
The outcome of the first international conference on David Mitchell's writing, this
collection of critical essays focuses on his first three novels - 'Ghostwritten',
'number9dream' and 'Cloud Atlas' - to provide an analysis of Mitchell's complex
narrative techniques and the literary, political and cultural implications of his work.

The Bone Clocks
This book provides a comprehensive compilation of essays on the relationship
between formal experimentation and ethics in a number of generically hybrid or
"liminal" narratives dealing with individual and collective traumas, running the
spectrum from the testimonial novel and the fictional autobiography to the fake
memoir, written by a variety of famous, more neglected contemporary British,
Irish, US, Canadian, and German writers. Building on the psychological insights and
theorizing of the fathers of trauma studies (Janet, Freud, Ferenczi) and of
contemporary trauma critics and theorists, the articles examine the narrative
strategies, structural experimentations and hybridizations of forms, paying special
attention to the way in which the texts fight the unrepresentability of trauma by
performing rather than representing it. The ethicality or unethicality involved in
this endeavor is assessed from the combined perspectives of the non-foundational,
non-cognitive, discursive ethics of alterity inspired by Emmanuel Levinas, and the
ethics of vulnerability. This approach makes Contemporary Trauma Narratives an
excellent resource for scholars of contemporary literature, trauma studies and
literary theory.

number9dream
**Pre-order UTOPIA AVENUE, the spectacular new novel from David Mitchell.**
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize 2001 The second novel from the criticallyacclaimed author of GHOSTWRITTEN and CLOUD ATLAS. As Eiji Miyake's twentieth
birthday nears, he arrives in Tokyo with a mission - to locate the father he has
never met. So begins a search that takes him into the seething city's underworld,
its lost property offices and video arcades, and on a journey that zigzags from
reality to the realm of dreams. But until Eiji has fallen in love and exorcised his
childhood demons, the belonging he craves will remain, tantalizingly, just beyond
his grasp.

The Fish Can Sing
Art, a member of the Eastern Standard Tribe--a secret society bound together by
their sleep schedule and communicating via encrypted instant messaging--is
incarcerated thanks to his friends and family, masquerading as consultants.

The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet
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The long-awaited new novel from the bestselling, prize-winning author of Cloud
Atlas and The Bone Clocks. Utopia Avenue is the strangest British band you’ve
never heard of. Emerging from London’s psychedelic scene in 1967, and fronted by
folk singer Elf Holloway, blues bassist Dean Moss and guitar virtuoso Jasper de
Zoet, Utopia Avenue embarked on a meteoric journey from the seedy clubs of
Soho, a TV debut on Top of the Pops, the cusp of chart success, glory in
Amsterdam, prison in Rome, and a fateful American sojourn in the Chelsea Hotel,
Laurel Canyon, and San Francisco during the autumn of ’68. David Mitchell’s
kaleidoscopic novel tells the unexpurgated story of Utopia Avenue’s turbulent life
and times; of fame’s Faustian pact and stardom’s wobbly ladder; of the families we
choose and the ones we don’t; of voices in the head, and the truths and lies they
whisper; of music, madness, and idealism. Can we really change the world, or does
the world change us?

David Mitchell
"Miracle Fair is Szymborska at her very best."—Harvard Book Review Winner of the
Heldt Prize for Translation. A new translation of the Nobel Prize-winning Polish poet,
with an introduction by Czeslaw Milosz. This long-awaited volume samples the full
range of Wislawa Szymborska's major themes: the ironies of love, the wonders of
nature's beauty, and the illusory character of art. Szymborska's voice emerges as
that of a gentle subversive, self-deprecating in its wit, yet graced with a gift for
coaxing the extraordinary out of the ordinary.

Angelmaker
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks | Shortlisted for the
Man Booker Prize A postmodern visionary and one of the leading voices in twentyfirst-century fiction, David Mitchell combines flat-out adventure, a Nabokovian love
of puzzles, a keen eye for character, and a taste for mind-bending, philosophical
and scientific speculation in the tradition of Umberto Eco, Haruki Murakami, and
Philip K. Dick. The result is brilliantly original fiction as profound as it is playful. In
this groundbreaking novel, an influential favorite among a new generation of
writers, Mitchell explores with daring artistry fundamental questions of reality and
identity. Cloud Atlas begins in 1850 with Adam Ewing, an American notary
voyaging from the Chatham Isles to his home in California. Along the way, Ewing is
befriended by a physician, Dr. Goose, who begins to treat him for a rare species of
brain parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action jumps to Belgium in 1931, where Robert
Frobisher, a disinherited bisexual composer, contrives his way into the household
of an infirm maestro who has a beguiling wife and a nubile daughter. . . . From
there we jump to the West Coast in the 1970s and a troubled reporter named Luisa
Rey, who stumbles upon a web of corporate greed and murder that threatens to
claim her life. . . . And onward, with dazzling virtuosity, to an inglorious present-day
England; to a Korean superstate of the near future where neocapitalism has run
amok; and, finally, to a postapocalyptic Iron Age Hawaii in the last days of history.
But the story doesn’t end even there. The narrative then boomerangs back through
centuries and space, returning by the same route, in reverse, to its starting point.
Along the way, Mitchell reveals how his disparate characters connect, how their
fates intertwine, and how their souls drift across time like clouds across the sky. As
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wild as a videogame, as mysterious as a Zen koan, Cloud Atlas is an unforgettable
tour de force that, like its incomparable author, has transcended its cult classic
status to become a worldwide phenomenon. Praise for Cloud Atlas “[David] Mitchell
is, clearly, a genius. He writes as though at the helm of some perpetual dream
machine, can evidently do anything, and his ambition is written in magma across
this novel’s every page.”—The New York Times Book Review “One of those howthe-holy-hell-did-he-do-it? modern classics that no doubt is—and should be—read
by any student of contemporary literature.”—Dave Eggers “Wildly entertaining . . .
a head rush, both action-packed and chillingly ruminative.”—People “The novel as
series of nested dolls or Chinese boxes, a puzzle-book, and yet—not just dazzling,
amusing, or clever but heartbreaking and passionate, too. I’ve never read anything
quite like it, and I’m grateful to have lived, for a while, in all its many
worlds.”—Michael Chabon “Cloud Atlas ought to make [Mitchell] famous on both
sides of the Atlantic as a writer whose fearlessness is matched by his talent.”—The
Washington Post Book World “Thrilling . . . One of the biggest joys in Cloud Atlas is
watching Mitchell sashay from genre to genre without a hitch in his dance
step.”—Boston Sunday Globe “Grand and elaborate . . . [Mitchell] creates a world
and language at once foreign and strange, yet strikingly familiar and
intimate.”—Los Angeles Times From the Hardcover edition.

Fall Down 7 Times Get Up 8
"Just remember," Yoshio said quietly to his grandsons. "Every day of your lives, you
must always be sure what you're fighting for." It is Tokyo in 1939. On the Street of
a Thousand Blossoms, two orphaned brothers are growing up with their loving
grandparents, who inspire them to dream of a future firmly rooted in tradition. The
older boy, Hiroshi, shows unusual skill at the national obsession of sumo wrestling,
while Kenji is fascinated by the art of creating hard-carved masks for actors in the
Noh theater. Across town, a renowned sumo master, Sho Tanaka, lives with his
wife and their two young daughters: the delicate, daydreaming Aki and her
independent sister, Haru. Life seems full of promise as Kenji begins an informal
apprenticeship with the most famous mask-maker in Japan and Hiroshi receives a
coveted invitation to train with Tanaka. But then Pearl Harbor changes everything.
As the ripples of war spread to both families' quiet neighborhoods, all of the
generations must put their dreams on hold---and then find their way in a new
Japan. In an exquisitely moving story that spans almost thirty years, Gail
Tsukiyama draws us irresistibly into the world of the brothers and the women who
love them. It is a world of tradition and change, of heartbreaking loss and
surprising hope, and of the impact of events beyond their control on ordinary,
decent men and women. Above all, The Street of a Thousand Blossoms is a
masterpiece about love and family from a glorious storyteller at the height of her
powers.

The Street of a Thousand Blossoms
Literature after Postmodernism explores the use of literary fantastic storylines in
contemporary novels which begin to think beyond postmodernism. They develop
an aesthetic perspective that aims at creation and communication instead of
subversion and can thus be considered no longer deconstructive but
reconstructive.
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Master Georgie
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas |
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize “A novel as accomplished as anything being
written.”—Newsweek Number9Dream is the international literary sensation from a
writer with astonishing range and imaginative energy—an intoxicating ride through
Tokyo’s dark underworlds and the even more mysterious landscapes of our
collective dreams. David Mitchell follows his eerily precocious, globe-striding first
novel, Ghostwritten, with a work that is in its way even more ambitious. In outward
form, Number9Dream is a Dickensian coming-of-age journey: Young dreamer Eiji
Miyake, from remote rural Japan, thrust out on his own by his sister’s death and his
mother’s breakdown, comes to Tokyo in pursuit of the father who abandoned him.
Stumbling around this strange, awesome city, he trips over and crosses—through a
hidden destiny or just monstrously bad luck—a number of its secret power centers.
Suddenly, the riddle of his father’s identity becomes just one of the increasingly
urgent questions Eiji must answer. Why is the line between the world of his
experiences and the world of his dreams so blurry? Why do so many horrible things
keep happening to him? What is it about the number 9? To answer these
questions, and ultimately to come to terms with his inheritance, Eiji must somehow
acquire an insight into the workings of history and fate that would be rare in
anyone, much less in a boy from out of town with a price on his head and less than
the cost of a Beatles disc to his name. Praise for Number9Dream “Delirious—a
grand blur of overwhelming sensation.”—Entertainment Weekly “To call Mitchell’s
book a simple quest novel . . is like calling Don DeLillo’s Underworld the story of a
missing baseball.”—The New York Times Book Review “Number9Dream, with its
propulsive energy, its Joycean eruption of language and playfulness, represents
further confirmation that David Mitchell should be counted among the top young
novelists working today.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Mitchell’s new novel has been
described as a cross between Don DeLillo and William Gibson, and although that’s
a perfectly serviceable cocktail-party formula, it doesn’t do justice to this odd,
fitfully compelling work.”—The New Yorker “Leaping with ease from surrealist
fables to a teenage coming-of-age story and then spinning back to Yakuza
gangster battles and World War II–era kamikaze diaries, Mitchell is an aerial
freestyle ski-jumper of fiction. Somehow, after performing feats of literary
gymnastics, he manages to stick the landing.”—The Seattle Post-Intelligencer From
the Hardcover edition.

Stonemouth
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize 2001 The second novel from the criticallyacclaimed author of GHOSTWRITTEN and CLOUD ATLAS. As Eiji Miyake's twentieth
birthday nears, he arrives in Tokyo with a mission - to locate the father he has
never met. So begins a search that takes him into the seething city's underworld,
its lost property offices and video arcades, and on a journey that zigzags from
reality to the realm of dreams. But until Eiji has fallen in love and exorcised his
childhood demons, the belonging he craves will remain, tantalizingly, just beyond
his grasp.

The Perfect Match
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A Wall Street Journal and Booklist Best Mystery of 2012 From the acclaimed author
of The Gone-Away World, blistering gangster noir meets howling absurdist comedy
as the forces of good square off against the forces of evil, and only an unassuming
clockwork repairman and an octogenarian former superspy can save the world
from total destruction. Joe Spork spends his days fixing antique clocks. The son of
infamous London criminal Mathew “Tommy Gun” Spork, he has turned his back on
his family’s mobster history and aims to live a quiet life. That orderly existence is
suddenly upended when Joe activates a particularly unusual clockwork mechanism.
His client, Edie Banister, is more than the kindly old lady she appears to be—she’s
a retired international secret agent. And the device? It’s a 1950s doomsday
machine. Having triggered it, Joe now faces the wrath of both the British
government and a diabolical South Asian dictator who is also Edie’s old archnemesis. On the upside, Joe’s got a girl: a bold receptionist named Polly whose
smarts, savvy and sex appeal may be just what he needs. With Joe’s once-quiet
world suddenly overrun by mad monks, psychopathic serial killers, scientific
geniuses and threats to the future of conscious life in the universe, he realizes that
the only way to survive is to muster the courage to fight, help Edie complete a
mission she abandoned years ago and pick up his father’s old gun . . . From the
Hardcover edition.

A Jury of Her Peers
In the foothills of Pasadena, Mas Arai is just another Japanese-American gardener,
his lawnmower blades clean and sharp, his truck carefully tuned. But while Mas
keeps lawns neatly trimmed, his own life has gone to seed. His wife is dead. And
his livelihood is falling into the hands of the men he once hired by the day. For
Mas, a life of sin is catching up to him. And now bachi—the spirit of retribution—is
knocking on his door. It begins when a stranger comes around, asking questions
about a nurseryman who once lived in Hiroshima, a man known as Joji Haneda. By
the end of the summer, Joji will be dead and Mas’s own life will be in danger. For
while Mas was building a life on the edge of the American dream, he has kept
powerful secrets: about three friends long ago, about two lives entwined, and
about what really happened when the bomb fell on Hiroshima in August 1945. A
spellbinding mystery played out from war-torn Japan to the rich tidewaters of L.A.’s
multicultural landscape, this stunning debut novel weaves a powerful tale of
family, loyalty, and the price of both survival and forgiveness.

The Tanners
Narrated by over twenty distinct voices and full of dangerous humour, English
Passengers combines wit, adventure and historical detail in a mesmerizing display
of storytelling. When Captain Illiam Quillian Kewley and his band of smugglers have
their contraband confiscated they are forced to put their ship, Sincerity, up for
charter. The only takers are two Englishmen, the Reverend Geoffrey Wilson, who
believes that the Garden of Eden was on the island of Tasmania, and Dr. Thomas
Potter who is developing his sinister thesis concerning the races of man. Meanwhile
an aboriginal in Tasmania, Peevay, recounts his people's struggles against the
invading British. As the English passengers haplessly approach his land, their
bizarre notions ever more painfully at odds with reality, we know a mighty collision
is looming. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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A Temporary Future: The Fiction of David Mitchell
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas |
Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize Selected by Time as One of the Ten Best Books
of the Year | A New York Times Notable Book | Named One of the Best Books of the
Year by The Washington Post Book World, The Christian Science Monitor, Rocky
Mountain News, and Kirkus Reviews | A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist |
Winner of the ALA Alex Award | Finalist for the Costa Novel Award From awardwinning writer David Mitchell comes a sinewy, meditative novel of boyhood on the
cusp of adulthood and the old on the cusp of the new. Black Swan Green tracks a
single year in what is, for thirteen-year-old Jason Taylor, the sleepiest village in
muddiest Worcestershire in a dying Cold War England, 1982. But the thirteen
chapters, each a short story in its own right, create an exquisitely observed world
that is anything but sleepy. A world of Kissingeresque realpolitik enacted in boys’
games on a frozen lake; of “nightcreeping” through the summer backyards of
strangers; of the tabloid-fueled thrills of the Falklands War and its human toll; of
the cruel, luscious Dawn Madden and her power-hungry boyfriend, Ross Wilcox; of
a certain Madame Eva van Outryve de Crommelynck, an elderly bohemian emigré
who is both more and less than she appears; of Jason’s search to replace his dead
grandfather’s irreplaceable smashed watch before the crime is discovered; of first
cigarettes, first kisses, first Duran Duran LPs, and first deaths; of Margaret
Thatcher’s recession; of Gypsies camping in the woods and the hysteria they
inspire; and, even closer to home, of a slow-motion divorce in four seasons.
Pointed, funny, profound, left-field, elegiac, and painted with the stuff of life, Black
Swan Green is David Mitchell’s subtlest and most effective achievement to date.
Praise for Black Swan Green “[David Mitchell has created] one of the most
endearing, smart, and funny young narrators ever to rise up from the pages of a
novel. . . . The always fresh and brilliant writing will carry readers back to their own
childhoods. . . . This enchanting novel makes us remember exactly what it was
like.”—The Boston Globe “[David Mitchell is a] prodigiously daring and imaginative
young writer. . . . As in the works of Thomas Pynchon and Herman Melville, one
feels the roof of the narrative lifted off and oneself in thrall.”—Time “[A] brilliant
new novel . . . In Jason, Mitchell creates an evocation yet authentically adolescent
voice.”—The New York Times Book Review “Alternately nostalgic, funny and
heartbreaking.”—The Washington Post “Great Britain’s Catcher in the Rye—and
another triumph for one of the present age’s most interesting and accomplished
novelists.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “This book is so entertainingly
strange, so packed with activity, adventures, and diverting banter, that you only
realize as the extraordinary novel concludes that the timid boy has grown before
your eyes into a capable young man.”—Entertainment Weekly From the Hardcover
edition.

Ghostwritten
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize: A masterwork of love, guilt, and friendship set
in Victorian Liverpool and Eastern Europe during the Crimean War. Photography is
the common thread weaving together three different points of view that span the
years from 1846 to 1854. The first “plate” opens with the account of Myrtle, a
young orphan girl, as she is taking a photograph of her adoptive father, Mr. Hardy,
who has just passed away in Liverpool. The sudden and unsavory circumstances of
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Mr. Hardy’s death bind Myrtle and the other characters of this story together as
history propels them toward the frontlines of the Crimean War. Myrtle’s adoptive
brother, George Hardy, or “Master Georgie” as he is called, is an amateur
photographer and handsome surgeon. When he heads east in 1854 to offer his
medical services to the conflict raging between Russia and Turkey—a war it seems
England will inevitably enter—Myrtle follows him, as does George’s brother-in-law,
a high-minded geologist named Dr. Potter. The group travels to Valetta, Malta, and
Constantinople, then on to Varna, where George will be stationed. As the caravan
proceeds, the group crosses paths with Pompey Jones, a street urchin,
photographer’s assistant, and sometimes fire breather, who is a dear friend of
George’s and was with him the day his father died. It soon becomes clear that
George’s affections are torn between Pompey and Myrtle. Dr. Potter, meanwhile,
pines for the affections of his wife, who is hundreds of miles away. The conflicting
emotions in the travelers’ hearts are amplified by the misery, disease, and filth
they must endure—as well as the other, more unthinkable, horrors of war. A sparse
yet vivid historical novel, Master Georgie delves into themes of distorted truth, the
psychological effects of war, unrequited love, and the will to survive. Called “a true
novelist’s novel” by the Guardian, it was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of Beryl Bainbridge including rare images
from the author’s estate.

Eastern Standard Tribe
A comprehensive history of American women writers explores the contributions of
more than 250 female authors--both famous and little-known--to every field of
literary endeavor and reflects on their role in the evolution of our American literary
heritage.

The Raw Shark Texts
The Fish Can Sing is one of Nobel Prize winner Halldór Laxness’s most beloved
novels, a poignant coming-of-age tale marked with his peculiar blend of light irony
and dark humor. The orphan Alfgrimur has spent an idyllic childhood sheltered in
the simple turf cottage of a generous and eccentric elderly couple. Alfgrimur
dreams only of becoming a fisherman like his adoptive grandfather, until he meets
Iceland's biggest celebrity. The opera singer Gardar Holm’s international fame is a
source of tremendous pride to tiny, insecure Iceland, though no one there has ever
heard him sing. A mysterious man who mostly avoids his homeland and repeatedly
fails to perform for his adoring countrymen, Gardar takes a particular interest in
Alfgrimur’s budding musical talent and urges him to seek out the world beyond the
one he knows and loves. But as Alfgrimur discovers that Gardar is not what he
seems, he begins to confront the challenge of finding his own path without turning
his back on where he came from.

Miracle Fair: Selected Poems of Wislawa Szymborska
A sweeping yet intimate portrait of the legacy of World War II in Japan Showa
1944-1953: A History of Japan continues the award-winning author Shigeru Mizuki's
autobiographical and historical account of the Showa period in Japan. This volume
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recounts the events of the final years of the Pacific War, and the consequences of
the war's devastation for Mizuki and the Japanese populace at large. After the
surprise attack at Pearl Harbor, Japan and the United States are officially at war.
The two rival navies engage in a deadly game of feint and thrust, waging a series
of microwars across the tiny Pacific islands. From Guadalcanal to Okinawa, Japan
slowly loses ground. Finally, the United States unleashes the deathblow with a new
and terrible weapon--the atomic bomb. The fallout from the bombs is beyond
imagining. On another front, Showa 1944-1953 traces Mizuki's own life story across
history's sweeping changes during this period, charting the impact of the war's end
on his life choices. After losing his arm during the brutal fighting, Mizuki struggles
to decide where to go: whether to remain on the island as an honored friend of the
local Tolai people or return to the rubble of Japan and take up his dream of
becoming a cartoonist. Showa 1944-1953 is a searing condemnation of the
personal toll of war from one of Japan's most famous cartoonists.

Writers & Company
Having emerged as one the leading contemporary British writers, David Mitchell is
rapidly taking his place amongst British novelists with the gravitas of an Ishiguro or
a McEwan. Written for a wide constituency of readers of contemporary literature, A
Temporary Future: The Fiction of David Mitchell explores Mitchell's main concernsincluding those of identity, history, language, imperialism, childhood, the
environment, and ethnicity-across the six novels published so far, as well as his
protean ability to write in multiple and diverse genres. It places Mitchell in the
tradition of Murakami, Sebald, and Rushdie-writers whose works explore narrative
in an age of globalization and cosmopolitanism. Patrick O'Donnell traces the
through-lines of Mitchell's work from ghostwritten to The Bone Clocks and, with a
chapter on each of the six novels, charts the evolution of Mitchell's fictional
project.
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